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Title of Programme
Final Honour School of Chemistry

Brief note about nature of change: to delete an obsolete clause, to clarify wording about retakes, to clarify the basis on which the examiners may give credit for performance in the supplementary subjects, and to remove the specified time length for the Option paper, for consistency with the removal of the time lengths of the other papers.

Effective date
1 October 2014

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2013

[Detail of change]
1. Page 168 – Delete lines 3 – 5
2. Page 169, line 16-18
   Delete
   “the candidate must re-enter both the Part IB written examinations and repeat failed practicals.”
   And replace with
   “the candidate shall be permitted both to re-enter the Part IB written examinations and to repeat failed practicals.”
3. Page 170, line 31
   Delete
“distinction”
And replace with
“performance”

4. Page 170, line 39
Delete “three-hour”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change 1. deletes an obsolete clause specifying the cohorts of students to whom the Regulations are applicable. Change 2. clarifies wording about retakes in Part I. Change 3. clarifies that examiners may give credit for good performance in the supplementary subjects which is not just confined to those achieving a distinction. Change 4. removes the specified time length for the Option paper for consistency, as the time lengths of the other papers have already been deleted from the Regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>